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Interpolation: Image Rotations don’t compose

Computing the error bound on the training set

Common image transformations such as rotations or translation do not fulfill
our required composition property. The reason for this are the interpolation
operations employed to represent the resulting image on the pixel grid.

We obtain an error bound E on the training set, that we expect to hold for
samples from the data distribution D with probability q . We use interval
analysis over g and sampling over b to derive a sound bound.
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Randomized Smoothing
for Parametric Transformations
We generalize randomized smoothing (RS) [Cohen et al.]

Rotation with interpolation does not compose.

Computing individual error bounds online
Certification in the Presence of Interpolation
to randomized smoothing for parametric transformations (SPT):

Over a base classifier (neural network) we construct (via RS) a classifier
h_E that is robust to the rotation error. Then via SPT we construct a
classifier g that is robust to transformations (e.g., rotations).

For a given possible attacked x’ = Rg(x) we compute E and certify
ggggggggg , without access to g and x. Again we use interval analysis over
g and sampling over b to obtain the bound E.
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In order to calculate the above expression we need to compute the inverse
rotation
. We relax this into the following set parametrized by G,
over which we then chose the g maximizing the outer expression:

Heuristic best effort defense
By applying SPT to image rotation we can obtain a heuristic defense as
rotations don’t compose as required (discussed next). Here we show results
for adversarial rotations of up to 30°. In the paper we investigate the
tightness of the obtained robustness radius and find counterexamples.
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We compute an overapproximating of this set by using interval analysis to
invert the interpolation algorithm and obtain a lower and upper bound for
each pixel in . By repeated application we can refine the result.
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Overview of the proposed classifier.
(left) Rotated Image. (middle) Lower and upper bound obtained from our inverse computation. (right) Original image.
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